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ODS Staff gather for their first in-person meeting in two years.
Standing: Christina Costello, Allyssa Cote, Amanda Somdal, Keshia Farrand, Mary Ogden, Brian McKenny,
Charlene Crump, Brian A. Moss, Steve Hamerdinger
Sitting: Shannon Reese, Kent Schafer, Jag Dawadi, Kim Thornsberry, and Jennifer Kuyrkendall

Another issue that is late. Mea Culpa. We blame it on 2021. We end the year short
a couple of interpreters (Hint, hint! See job announcements beginning on page 19)
and looking at how we will address the paradigm shift toward the emerging crisis
continuum of care approach. We also look back at a year that was really quite
productive on the service side of things. Our FY 2021 Annual Report begins on page
10.

Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Associate Editor

A new crop of QMHI Supervisors was trained late this year. This is the first group to
go through training since 2018. This will naturally lead to the establishment of a
viable practicum site in Georgia under the leadership of former ODS staffer Sereta
Campbell. We feel like proud parents.

On The Cover:
The 2021 QMHI Supervisor Training
participants . Left—Sereta Campbell, Lori Erwin,
Erin Salmon, Charlene Crump, Jasmine Lowe,
Kate Block, Maria Kielma and Keshia Farrand
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The Alumni Sessions for MHIT was held in October and it was well attended. Allyssa
Cote was thrust into the coordinator role with the passing of Katherine Anderson.
She handled it with maturity and aplomb that belied her youth. We are proud of her.
Incidentally, she is a product of an ODS scholarship through her interpreting training
and internship. Now on to 2022! Here’s hoping it will be a better year.
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2021 QMHI-Supervisor Training
Four prospective Qualified Mental Health Interpreter (QMHI)
supervisors participated in a hybrid training conducted
October 25-26, 2021 (remote), and November 4-5, 2021, in
Montgomery, Alabama. The training was the third such
training conducted by the Office of Deaf Services.

following an invitation to apply that was sent to QMHI
certified interpreters who meet certain requirements,
including length of service as a “Q”, ratings during their
practicum, scores on their examination, and system
accessibility, etc.

Interpreters hoping to earn the coveted Qualified Mental
Health Interpreter certification will go through a 40-hour
supervised practicum. Practicum supervisors are individuals
who are experienced QMHI-certified interpreters and have a
passion to share their knowledge and experience with
others.
Prior to the training, there were nine QMHI Supervisors Keshia Farrand, Brian McKenny, Charlene Crump
(Alabama), Sereta Campbell (Georgia), Kate Block
(Wisconsin), Roger Williams, and Nicole Kulick (South
Carolina), Andrea Ginn (New Mexico), and Bridget Sabatke
(Minnesota). The first supervisor training occurred in April
2013 and the second in February 2018.

Jasmine Lowe and Erin Salmon with Kate Block observing.

As in previous trainings, this training covered all phases of
supervision for potential QMHI interpreters. The training
opened with a discussion of the philosophical underpinnings of how MHIT trains and supervises potential interpreters. The approach leans heavily on guided self-discovery
utilizing Socratic teaching methods. This method was chosen as a counterbalance to how many interpreters have
been
historically trained. As Hamerdinger put it, “Interpreter
training has historically been based on Kantian ethics,
usually distilled to there is one right way and everything
else is wrong. That can be OK and is sometimes necessary,
in some technical fields, but it can be harmful when an interpreter has to make professional – even clinical – decisions about what is seen in a session.”

This year’s class was led by existing QMHI-Supervisors
Campbell, Block, Farrand (practicum co-coordinator), Crump
(project lead) and Steve Hamerdinger (practicum
coordinator). Each instructor brought their own experiences

Teleological decision making has been a part of MHIT’s
philosophy since the earliest days. Interpreters often were
not prepared for the approach and it was difficult for them
to get from theory to practice. The supervision approach
taken, which is similar to how many practice professions
mentor students, was not to tell them what is right or
wrong, but to guide them to identify various options and to
weigh which would be the most effective in the given moment.

Charlene sharing information during the in-person portion of the training.

and perspectives related to supervising, including from
within the Alabama mental health state system, other state
mental
health
systems,
and
community-based
programming.
The participants, Maria Kielma (Wisconsin) and Lori Erwin,
Jasmine Lowe, and Erin Salmon (Georgia), were selected

The practicum uses Robyn Dean’s Demand-Control Schema
(Continued on page 14)
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2021 MHIT Alumni Training at a Glance
The 2021 MHIT Alumni Sessions suffered a tragic loss with the death of the coordinator, Katherine
Anderson, two months before the training. The Office of Deaf Services team knew that Katherine would
have wished for the conference to maintain its course. The Alumni Sessions co-coordinator, Allyssa Cote,
along with the support of other staff members, led the 2021 program to its completion of its seventh year.
Allyssa hopes to continue the legacy that Katherine left behind to provide extensive training in the mental
health, deafness, and interpreting field.
The 2021 year provided 37.5 live hours and 12.5 asynchronous hours that included 96 registered
participants with 34 presenters, staff, and volunteers. This number included four Deaf participants, nine
Deaf staff, and 1 hard of hearing presenter and one student volunteer. CEU’s were offered to interpreters,
counselors, rehabilitation counselors, and social workers. The training provided 20 workshops with sign language and
captioning offered during each session, and all workshops offered sign language and captioning.
Allyssa Cote
MHIT Alumni
Coordinator

Countries and States in Attendance:
Participants and staff from 29 different states and 2 additional countries were represented in the Alumni sessions,
including:
Alabama (10)

Hawaii (1)

New Jersey (2)

Texas (4)

Alaska (1)

Illinois (1)

New Mexico (3)

Utah (1)

Arizona (2)

Kentucky (1)

New York (4)

Virginia (1)

California (1)

Massachusetts (1)

North Dakota (1)

Washington (4)

Colorado (1)

Michigan (2)

Ohio (2)

Wisconsin (11)

DC (1)

Minnesota (4)

Oregon (7)

Canada

Florida (1)

Missouri (2)

Pennsylvania (3)

Spain

Georgia (19)

New Hampshire (1)

South Carolina (3)

Alumni Course List
• Emerging Trends in Crisis Response Systems: Impact on Mental Health Interpreting and Deaf Mental Health Care (Steve
Hamerdinger)
• Deaf People in the Criminal Justice System: Advocacy, Incarceration, & Social Justice (Deb Guthmann)

• Psychological Testing with Interpreters (Kent Schafer)
• Language Deprivation: Meeting the Individual Where They Are (Judy Shepard-Kegl & Romy Spitz)
• Deaf Asian Populations in Mental Health Settings (Kota Takayama)
• Depression: The Silent Killer (Lee Stoutamire)
• Forensics and the Deaf Population (Bob Pollard)

Signs of Mental Health
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2021 MHIT ALUMNI TRAINING AT A GLANCE

PRESENTERS
Column 1: Gabriel Lomas, Damara Paris, Susie Morgan Morrow, Tomina Schwenke, Lee Stoutamire and Amanda Somdal
Column 2: Roger Williams, Judy Shepard-Kegl, Romy Spitz, Kota Takayama, Risa Shaw, and Kent Schafer
Column 3: Natasha Kordus, Bob Pollard, Melissa Anderson, Steve Hamerdinger, Deb Guthmann, and Patti Wheatley (Student Volunteer)
INTERPRETERS: (not shown) LaShawnda Lowe, Keshia Farrand, Jennifer, Kuyrkendall, Kate Block, Beth Moss, Eric Workman, Andrea Ginn , and Brian
McKenny. CAPTIONISTS: (not shown) Alan Peacock,
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2021 MHIT ALUMNI TRAINING AT A GLANCE
Alumni Courses List (continued)
• Deaf and Autism (Natasha Kordus)
• Reflective Practices: Putting the Rigor in Reflection Pt 1 & 2 (Robyn Dean)
• Personality: Catalyst in the Change Process (Kent Schafer)
• Addressing Inequality for Deaf Individuals Through Feminist Therapy (Natasha Kordus & Amanda Somdal)
• Deaf Youth in the Juvenile Justice System Pt 1 & 2 (Gabe Lomas)
• Interpreting/Therapeutic Demands with DeafBlind Consumers in Mental Health (Tomina Schwenke & Susie
Morgan Morrow)
• Sibling Childhood Sexual Abuse: Implications for Interpreters/Clinicians (Risa Shaw)
• Interpreting for Competency Assessments Pt 1 & 2 (Roger Williams)
• Deaf Women and Perinatal Depression Screenings (Melissa Anderson)
• Deaf Mental Health and the Indigenous Populations (Damara Goff Paris)

Alumni Poster Sessions
• Stress Response (Keshia Farrand)
• Autism (Kent Schafer)
• Opioids Epidemic (Shannon Reese)
• MH Interpreter Portfolio (Jennifer Kuyrkendall)

• Classification & Diagnosis (Kent Schafer)
• Psychiatric Hospital Settings (Beth Moss)
• Micro, Mezzo, Macro Levels (Amanda Somdal)
• After MHIT (Beth Moss)

Top right: Dean Evans, Interpreter; Allyssa Cote. Bottom: Roger Williams,
MHIT Presenter.

Alumni Asynchronous Classes
•

Introduction to MHIT (Steve Hamerdinger)

•

MHIT Pre-readings (Charlene Crump)

•

Zoom Tutorials (Jennifer Kuyrkendall)

•

Screening Deaf Women for Perinatal Depression (Melissa Anderson)

•

Poster Sessions (see above)

•

Qualified Mental Health Interpreter (QMHI) Certification Process (Steve Hamerdinger)

•

The American Sign Language: Screeners, Tests, Assessments, and Resources (ASL-STAR) (Deb Guthmann)

•

Police-Induced Confessions – Risk Factors and Recommendations (Gabe Lomas)

Signs of Mental Health
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2021 MHIT ALUMNI TRAINING AT A GLANCE
Meet some of our wonderful volunteers during multiple role-playing sessions during the conference.
Thank you all for volunteering and making these workshops engaging!

Georgia

Georgia
Wisconsin

North
Carolina

Wisconsin

Arizona
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2021 MHIT ALUMNI PARTICIPANTS
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2021 MHIT ALUMNI PARTICIPANTS

Thank you all for another FANTASTIC conference.
We hope to see you all again in 2022!
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ODS Annual Report
With the gradual reopening of offices and mental health centers around the state, the impact of COVID-19 had less impact on
the Office of Deaf Services during FY2021. The initial shutdown fostered finding alternative ways for taking care of consumers
and doing the business of deaf mental health care in Alabama and inspired new approaches and ways of thinking. Such
creativity has guided ODS in its quest to remain the nation’s premier Deaf Mental Health Care program.
2021 marked a grim milestone in the history of ODS when Katherine Anderson, Region V Interpreter Coordinator, passed away
at age 31. Before this year, ODS had never experienced the loss of an active employee.
•

•

ODS has 17 staff positions based in five cities across Alabama.
•

There are one clinical and three communication access team positions assigned to Tuscaloosa at this time.

•

There are 5 Deaf Care Workers authorized to Bryce.

•

2021 also broke a long-running period when there were no deaf people committed to any DMH facility except
Bryce. Three men have been committed to Taylor Hardin Secure Medical Hospital. This created a strain on the
communication access staff.

The Office of Deaf Services provided community-based services with 10,378 consumer contacts throughout the year.
Interestingly, this is significantly higher than last year, which itself was a record year. Part of the reason was because of
more people seeking help to deal with the stress of the pandemic. ODS clinical staff had significantly increased contacts
and caseloads.
•

ODS has agreements with all Community Mental Health Centers to provide direct services to their deaf
consumers.

•

Last year 1,605 people with hearing loss were reported in community mental health programs. Of these, 265
were deaf. ODS oversees the operation of four group homes as well as several special supported living projects.
These projects employ numerous deaf staff members.
•

Three-bed home in Woodville

•

Three-bed home in Birmingham

•

Six-bed home in Clanton

•

Three-bed home in Mobile

•

During FY 2021 ODS worked with Mountain Lakes Behavioral Health Center to expand Jackson Place with the
addition of two MOM apartments on the property. These are slated to open in the winter of 2022

•

In an average month, ADMH served 71 hard of hearing and 10 deaf people in the state facilities. Most deaf
consumers are served on Ward 7 at Bryce Hospital.
•

•

Underreporting of hard of hearing consumers remains a concern. ODS has been working with the Bureau
of Information Technology to address better ways to capture this population.

ODS was actively involved in the Crisis System Redesign meetings around the state. Discussions were held with top ADMH
officials to examine the role of ODS in the continuum of care, including crisis response.

Signs of Mental Health
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ODS Annual Report
(Continued from page 10)

•

ODS Direct Service Staff (clinicians and interpreters) have an average caseload of 26.15 consumers. There is some
duplication as clinicians and interpreters may both serve the same consumer.

•

ODS Staff conducted 1,022 assessments of various types during the fiscal year. These include communication assessments, clinical assessments, and other needed testing and evaluations such as the Sign Language Proficiency Interview.

•

Last year, 6,455.25 hours of interpreter services were provided for deaf consumers. Of this, 5,535 hours were provided
by staff interpreters.

•

ODS staff have a presence in the DD Regions I, II, III, and V offices.

•

•

•

•

ODS and the Division of Developmental Disabilities have begun working together on several cases. There is
increased collaboration with dually diagnosed consumers, especially those with intact language (signs) and/or
ability to acquire language through exposure to ASL.

•

Autism and ODS have established a new fund dedicated to interpreting services for individuals who are Deaf with
Autism.

ODS has had the lead responsibility for ensuring communication access for deaf and hard of hearing consumers of
substance abuse treatment services.
•

720.25 hours of interpreter service were provided to 15 deaf people seeking treatment for Substance Use
Disorders. This is an increase from the previous year.

•

Two staff ODS staff members, Kent Schafer and Jag Dawadi hold master's degrees in addiction counseling.

The Office of Deaf Services is nationally recognized as one of the outstanding mental health programs for deaf people.
Agencies around the country seek assistance from ODS. Technical assistance and consultation were provided to 6,316
people and programs.
•

Steve Hamerdinger and Charlene Crump completed filming segments for training commissioned by the Ohio
Department of Mental Health on how to work with deaf consumers.

•

Charlene Crump trained the Deaf Services program at the Kentucky Division of Behavioral health on using the
Communication Skills Assessment.

•

Charlene Crump and Amanda Somdal provided Communication Skills Assessment training to GA DBHDD staff.
There are several states now officially using this tool, which was developed by Charlene in collaboration with
Roger Williams, former state director of deaf mental health services in South Carolina

The staff provided 33 different training events throughout the year, attended by 1,871 people. Highlights include:
•

Various regional staff conducted short in-service events, called “Lunch and Learn” across the state throughout
the year.

•

Several staff members have become trainers for in-demand core training required by program certification
standards. This allows ODS to offer this needed training directly to deaf staff being trained, without using
interpreters.
•

Jennifer Kuyrkendall is certified to teach CPI.
11
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ODS Annual Report
(Continued from page 11)

•

•

Keshia Farrand and Shannon Reese are certified to provide First Aid and CPR training.

•

Brian Moss is certified as a trainer for Conducting Serious Incident Investigations.

•

Amanda Somdal is certified to provide Mental Health First Aid to both adults and adolescents.

Even though many major conferences were canceled, others went virtual and ODS gave numerous presentations.
•

Steve Hamerdinger was a presenter at two national webinars related to crisis care and the deaf
population. One was the Crisis Jam, which was attended by nearly 300 people.

•

Kent Schafer presented on Mental Wellbeing to the National Association of the Deaf’s biennial National
Leadership Training Conference. His talk was seen by more than 250 people.

•

Amanda Somdal gave a presentation to the community, hosted by AIDB-Montgomery and Alabama
Coalition Against Rape (ACAR) on Dec 2nd and 4th

•

Bimonthly webinars, called Mental Health and Deafness Training (MHDOT) were conducted through the
year drawing an average attendance of more than 43. The audience is drawn from around the nation.

•

ODS is hosting and sponsoring some online activities related to substance abuse. One is a series of classes on treating
substance abuse in the deaf community under a project called "Classes2Go" offered quarterly.

•

Steve Hamerdinger and Charlene Crump partnered to create an online, asynchronous 6-week class on mental health
interpreting. This class, which is limited to 25 participants each, ran five times through FY 2021.

•

•

This activity will provide the foundation for developing content for provider staff such as group home staff, case
managers, and others.

ODS is committed to increasing the number of professionals working in mental health and deafness in various
disciplines.
•

We provided Sign Language Proficiency Interviews (SLPI) for the Interpreter Training program at Troy University.
We also assisted with communication access to events on campus.
•

•

To maintain high standards, ODS was re-trained and recertified by the national SLPI office in FY 2020. A
follow-up refresher was held in 2021 to add additional staff to the evaluation rating team.

Several ODS staff members have earned higher degrees or certifications this past year:

•

Kent Shafer earned his doctorate in psychology.

•

Kim Thornsberry completed the Infant and Early Childhood Clinical Mental Health Certification program
at Troy University.

•

Steve Hamerdinger was a guest lecturer at Gallaudet University's Social Work Department. These lectures are
important to keep the pipeline for interns open and with it, potential future employees.

•

ODS provided several internships in FY 2021, including one counseling, one social work, and two interpreting
internships.

Signs of Mental Health
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ODS Annual Report
(Continued from page 12)

•

•

•

•

•

ODS also is a sponsor for CEs for both the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf and the National Board of Certified
Counselors.

•

ODS has worked with the Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor Certification to provide CRCC continuing
education for rehabilitation counselors.

All ODS therapists are CANS (Child and Adolescent Needs Survey) certified.
•

The ODS clinical staff has partnered with the psychology department at the Alabama School for the Deaf to better
address mental health needs of kids in crisis on campus, including expanding school-based mental health
services.

•

Jag Dawadi and Christina Costello have been doing school-based therapy.

ODS staff members earned significant recognition for their work.
•

Steve Hamerdinger was named the 2021 winner of the American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association's
Boyce R. Williams award, which is considered its highest award for service to the Deaf Community. He was
previously presented with the Frederick Schreiber award for service to ADARA in 2015. He is only the second
person in the 54-year history of the organization to win both top honors.

•

Amanda Somdal was named Professional of the Year by the Council of Organizations Serving Deaf Alabamians.

•

Lee Stoutamire was presented with the President’s Award from the Alabama Association of the Deaf.

•

Jackson Place Group Home Manager, Ryan MacDonald, was honored by the Council of Organizations Serving Deaf
Alabamians for Service to the Community.

ODS staff members have contributed to state and national organizations, providing opportunities for collaborative work
within Alabama.
•

Kent Schafer and Kim Thornsberry are board members of the American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association.

•

Steve Hamerdinger is a board member of the National Association of the Deaf

•

Lee Stoutamire is now a board member for the Alabama Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf

Mental Health Interpreter Training Project, under the overall coordination of Charlene Crump, held its 19th week-long
Interpreter Institute in August. Due to COVID-19, the event was once again held virtually. The main Institute (CORE) ran
August 2 – 6. The Alumni Session, which usually runs concurrent to the CORE, was held in October, which is FY2022. To
operate MHIT virtually meant the program staff had to become highly proficient with the use of our chosen platform, Zoom.
Many training hours and practice sessions allowed the staff to develop that expertise.
•

The annual Institute was "sold out" months before the opening session. 153 individuals (122 Registered
Participants and 31 presenters, staff, and volunteers) participated in the core training this year. Over 1,633
unique individuals have been trained since its inception. Several individuals have taken the training more than
once.

•

Jennifer Kuyrkendall developed a series of instructional videos in ASL for Zoom.
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ODS Annual Report
(Continued from page 13)

as the framework on which students build their

QMHI-Supervisor Training
(Continued from page 3)

•

Participants hailed from 35 states and
Canada in the core session.

•

Twenty different workshops were offered
during the week during the live core sessions,
for a total of 37.5 contact hours, and an
additional seven courses in the asynchronous
component, which were shared by both the
core and the alumni tracks.

•

There are 113 Qualified Mental Health
Interpreters currently active.

•

We have 13 Qualified Mental Health Interpreter – Supervisors, including Brian McKenny
and Keshia Farrand. 

decision-making skills. Campbell and Block led a discussion
on how DC-S is applied to the practicum. This led to some
lively, and at times, hilarious role playing as the participants
worked to expand their ability to draw out knowledge future
practicum students have. Of the 20 hours of training offered
over the three days, more than half of the time was spent in

Keshia Farrand discussing more information with the participants.

hands-on work.

HEADS UP!
KEEP YOUR EYES PEELED
FOR UPCOMING
ANNOUNCEMENTS ABOUT
OUR NEXT ANNUAL DACTS
TRAINING
AND
MHIT CORE 2022 DATES!

The selection process yielded a cohort that was very
motivated and engaged. This was reflected in comments
from the participants. “I have never experienced such a
supportive peer group from the moment I arrived,” captured
the mood.
The training was also a laboratory, focusing on figuring out
what works best for future training. Because of how the days
were structured and who was in the cohort, the participants
where not at all shy about sharing their thoughts. This made
for learning happening both ways.
The Office of Deaf Services was also able to produce
additional videos, which were incorporated into the QMHI-S
training demonstrating interpreters using various approaches
and techniques in mental health settings, which were utilized
as part of the instructional process. ODS thanks Beth
Bergeron, Cathy Anderson, Nick Snead, Mary Ogden, and
Angie Astin for their assistance in the endeavor.
We congratulate each of the four participants who
successfully demonstrated competence throughout the
training and now join the ranks of Qualified Mental Health
Interpreter – Supervisors! 

Signs of Mental Health
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growth in high school, associate, and bachelor’s
degree completion. Differences in growth occurred
across gender, race, and ethnicity. Educational
attainment gaps between deaf and hearing people
narrowed over time for high school and associate
degree completion, but stayed stable for bachelor’s
degree completion. Findings can drive changes in
policy and practice that facilitate greater
educational attainment for deaf people.

Important Recent
Articles of Interest

Emmorey, K., Brozdowski, C., & McCullough, S. (2021). The
neural
correlates
for
spatial
language:
Perspective-dependent and-independent relationships in
American Sign Language and spoken English. Brain and
Language, 223, 105044.
In American Sign Language (ASL) spatial
relationships are conveyed by the location of the
hands in space, whereas English employs
prepositional phrases. Using event-related fMRI, we
examined comprehension of perspective-dependent
(PD) (left, right) and perspective-independent (PI)
(in, on) sentences in ASL and audiovisual English
(sentence-picture matching task). In contrast to
non-spatial control sentences, PD sentences
engaged the superior parietal lobule (SPL) bilaterally
for ASL and English, consistent with a previous
study with written English. The ASL-English
conjunction analysis revealed bilateral SPL
activation for PD sentences, but left-lateralized
activation for PI sentences. The direct contrast
between PD and PI expressions revealed greater
SPL activation for PD expressions only for ASL.
Increased SPL activation for ASL PD expressions
may reflect the mental transformation required to
interpret locations in signing space from the signer’s
viewpoint. Overall, the results suggest both
overlapping and distinct neural regions support
spatial language comprehension in ASL and English.
Garberoglio, C.L., Johnson, P.M., Sales, A., & Cawthon, S.W.
(2021). Change over time in educational attainment for deaf
individuals 2008-2018. Journal of Postsecondary Education
and Disability, 34(3), 205-292.

James, T. G., Sullivan, M. K., Butler, J. D., & McKee, M. M.
(2021). Promoting health equity for deaf patients through the
electronic health record. Journal of the American Medical
Informatics Association, 00(0), 1-4.
Language status can be conceptualized as an equity
-relevant variable, particularly for non-Englishspeaking populations. Deaf and hard-of-hearing
(DHH) individuals who use American Sign Language
(ASL) to communicate comprise one such group and
are understudied in health services research. DHH
individuals are at high-risk of receiving lower-quality
care
due
to
ineffective
patient–provider
communication. This perspective outlines barriers to
health equity research serving DHH ASL-users due
to systems developed by large-scale informatics
networks (e.g., the Patient-Centered Clinical
Outcomes Research Network), and institutional
policies on self-serve cohort discovery tools. We list
potential [ways] to help adequate[ly] capture [the]
language status of DHH ASL-users to promote
health equity for this population.
Oerbeck, B., Ohre, B., Zeiner, P., Pripp, A. H., Wagner, K., &
Overgaard, K. R. (2021). What can a national patient registry
tell us about psychiatric disorders and reasons for referral to
outpatient services in youth with hearing loss?. Nordic Journal
of Psychiatry, 1-7.
Studies of reasons for referral to the Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) and
subsequent psychiatric disorders are missing in
youth with Hearing loss (HL). Aims: To examine the
referral reasons to CAMHS and the clinically
diagnosed psychiatric disorders in youth with HL
among the nationally representative population.
Methods: The study population was a youth with HL
referred to CAMHS and registered in the national
Norwegian Patient Registry (NPR) during the years
2011–2016. The results were also compared with
some data published from CAMHS for the General

Educational attainment is a crucial contributor to
postsecondary achievement for deaf people, as a
key component of narrowing employment gaps.
Fewer deaf people complete high school and
postsecondary education than their hearing peers,
resulting in severe educational attainment gaps.
However, secondary data analyses of the American
Community Survey revealed areas of optimism
related to the change over time in educational
attainment for deaf people from 2008 to 2018. In
general, attainment appears to be steadily
improving for deaf people, with demonstrated

(Continued on page 16)
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From On the ODS Bookshelf

communication strategies during real time
settings. The CSA is included in routine mental
health screenings across the states of Alabama
and South Carolina to develop effective
communication access within mental health care
because treatment is language-based. Rasch
analysis was used to evaluate the psychometric
properties for six out of eight domains in the
CSA. A further analysis of etiology was conducted
to measure the potential impact of expressive
and receptive skills. Results suggested etiology
difference
was
detected
in
certain
communication skill level which may offer insight
for potential complications that prevent efficacy
in receptive or expressive communication. Suggestions are also provided for additional
research to fill in the gaps with communication
assessment for deaf individuals.

(Continued from page 15)

Youth Population (GenPop). Results: Among
youth with HL, 18.1% had also been referred to
CAMHS compared to about 5% in GenPop, at
mean age 9.1 years, >70% before age 13 years
vs. 46% in the GenPop. Boys with HL comprised
57% and were referred about two years earlier
than girls with HL. Compared to the GenPop,
youth with HL were referred more frequently for
suspected neurodevelopmental- and disruptive
disorders, and less frequently for suspected
emotional disorders. Girls with HL were referred
for suspected Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) at about the same rate as boys
with HL in the 7–12 year age group. The most
frequently registered psychiatric disorders were
ADHD: 29.8%, anxiety disorders: 20.4%, and
autism spectrum disorders: 11.0%, while
disruptive disorders constituted about 5.0%.
Conclusions: Youth with HL were referred to
CAMHS more often, but earlier than the
GenPop, mostly due to ADHD disorders.
Although more rarely referred for suspected
anxiety disorders, these were frequently
diagnosed, suggesting that anxiety was not
recognized at referral in youth with HL.

Zorzi, G., Aristodemo, V., Cecchetto, C., Giustolisi, B.,
Hauser, C., Quer, J., Sanchez, J., & Caterina, D. (2021). On
the reliability of the notion of native signer and its risks.
hal-03377023
Who is a native signer? Since around 95% of
deaf infants are born in a hearing family, deaf
signers have access to a sign[ed] language at
various moments of their life, and not only from
birth, and the linguistic input they are exposed
to is not always a fully-fledged natural sign
language. In this situation, is it the notion of
native signer as someone exposed to language
from birth of any use? We report the results of
the first large scale cross-linguistic investigation
on the effects of age of exposure to sign
language. This research involved about 45 Deaf
adult signers in each of three sign languages
(LIS, LSC, LSF). Across the three languages,
participants were divided into three groups:
those exposed from birth, those between 1 and
5 years of age, and those exposed between 6 to
15 years of age. We report the results of a
battery of tests designed for each language
investigating various aspects of lexical and
morphosyntactic competence. In particular,
these
tests
focused,
beside
lexical
comprehension, both on those morphosyntactic
phenomena that are known from the spoken
language literature to be good detectors of language impairment or delay

Schafer, K. (2021). Evaluating Psychometric Properties of
an Existing Functional Communication Assessment for
Deaf Individuals (Doctoral dissertation, The University of
Alabama).
There are a lack of psychometrically sound and
non-invasive assessments to determine
individuals’ strongest communication modality
that researchers and practitioners can utilize
within the deaf population. Researchers
continue to have problems investigating
effective
communication
modality
for
individuals with hearing loss to establish
baselines
for
language
usages.
A
communication assessment may provide better
understanding of a deaf individual’s best
receptive and expressive language skills. The
purpose of the study is to create psychometric
properties of one communication assessment
designed by the Alabama Department of Mental
Health. Williams and Crump (2019) designed
the Communication Skills Assessment (CSA) to
measure functional communication of deaf
individuals in order to develop effective
Signs of Mental Health
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(i.e., wh- interrogative and relative clauses) and
on morphosyntactic phenomena that are sign
language specific (i.e., role shift and directional
verbs). Our results showed a clear effect of
being native in the morphosyntactic
competence, with significant differences
across language and tests between signers
exposed to sign language from birth and those
exposed in the first years of life. This confirms
the life-long importance of language exposure
from birth and the reliability of the notion of
nativeness, at least for syntax. On the other
hand, while in most domains the differences
observed between populations might be
differences in performance, for some specific
constructions signers belonging to the three
groups may have different grammars. This
latter finding challenges the generalized use of
native signer’s grammar as the baseline for
language
description
and
language
assessment. 

Events and Honors in the ODS Family
Christina Costello and Kim Thornsberry have been selected
to virtually present their workshop “Imposter Syndrome: It’s
Not You” at the 2022 ADARA conference in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Kent Schafer has also been selected to
present!
Jennifer Kuyrkendall, who was previously the Region II
Interpreter Coordinator, has now transferred to cover Region
V mental health and substance abuse clinics. This area
includes Jefferson, Blount, St. Clair, Cleburne, Calhoun,
DeKalb, Etowah, Cherokee, Clay, Coosa, Randolph and
Talladega counties.
Steve Hamerdinger and Charlene Crump had a book chapter,
Collaboration: Sign Language Interpreters and Clinicians
Working Together in Mental Health Settings, accepted, to
appear in The Routledge Handbook of Sign Language
Translation and Interpretation. This book, edited by Stone,
Adam, Rathmann and Müller de Quadros, Is scheduled to be
released in March 2022.

QMHI SPOTLIGHT!
ODS is looking to spotlight a QMHI from outside
of Alabama, in our next SOMH edition!
We are looking for a QMHI who would work with
our editors to create a 500+ word article that
explains how the QMHI certificate has helped
improve
interpreting services, professional relationships
and consumers in mental health and substance
use
settings in their community.

Check out Kim Thornsberry’s latest
work as an illustrator for a
paperback available on Amazon,
“A Boy and His Bones.”
Beth Moss, our former staff
interpreter at Bryce Hospital and
Region II Interpreter Coordinator,
has resigned and relocated to
Corpus Christi, Texas. Moss is
closer to her family and is now
employed by a Federal agency as a
staff interpreter. ODS wishes her
well on her future endeavors.

Kent Schafer was appointed to the board of Abused Deaf
Women’s Advocacy Services (ADWAS). 

If you are interested in participating, please contact Jennifer Kuyrkendall at
Jennifer.kuyrkendall@mh.alabama.gov
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When people are paid $12 an hour (as they are in some
of the group homes) it’s really hard to come up with a
good answer to that.
Why to bureaucrats insist on making what is simple,
complicated? (Who? Me?) I am reminded of that old
joke that runs something like this:
Sometimes, this job is a lot like whack-a-mole. I have the same
conversations over and over again. One person starts to get it,
then moves on and another clueless person takes over and I
have to start all over again. Recently, I had to put out a fire
caused by someone wanting to revert to minimum ADA
accessibility standards. Never mind that ADMH policy is way
beyond that. Never mind that that we have been handling
access for this program for the past, oh, 20 years… Nope. New
person on the job thinks that all they need to do is hire any old
interpreter and they are good to go.
Me: But what about making sure the interpreter is trained
in mental health work?
Them: The ADA doesn’t require that.
Me: But ADMH policy does.
Them: That doesn’t matter. ADA trumps state policy.
Me: Actually, no it doesn’t. The states are allowed to
make more restrictive policies than the ADA and Alabama
does. Besides, since ODS covers communication access
for your program, are you saying you want to reject our
services to pay for it yourself? (Which, by the way, means
you have to pay for the same service twice. Once to pay
for your therapist, instead of using the one we could have
provided to you at no charge. Then, because you chose
not to use our interpreters you will need to pays for the
one you chose, who may or may not be qualified for the
job. That sounds like it is both fiscally irresponsible and
also sets you up for all kinds of liability issues. But hey,
you do what want. But when the deaf consumer complains
to advocacy, don’t come to me about it.
Them: …

Unintended consequences can be a PITA. I am sure that
whoever thought that paying unemployment compensation (in
whatever form it took) for people impacted by COVID thought
they were doing a good thing. And, in the short term, perhaps
they were. In the long term, we have made vacancies in direct
care almost unfillable. As always, this has downstream impact
on Deaf programs. Currently, we have something like 10 direct
care positions open in our system. Trying to fill them is tough.
People ask me in all seriousness, why they should work when
they can get $300 bucks a week to stay home and do nothing.
Signs of Mental Health
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Them that can – do.
Them that can’t – teach.
Them that can do neither – administrate.
I had a good chat with an old colleague the other day.
He was talking about how much it hurts programs
serving deaf people when one of his senior colleagues
retires. It’s not just the “brain-drain” which bedevils all
programs. It’s also about experiences that the older
generation of deaf people have. When you think of what
deaf people who were born before all the disability
access laws like 504, PL 94-142, the ADA, were
enacted and what they had to deal with in order to rise
to positions of leadership, you realize that they are
fundamentally wired differently than the younger
generations. They had to fight for everything they got.
They were hardened and tempered in the crucible of a
society that was not very tolerant of differences. The
younger generation doesn’t have the same ability to
fight through adversity. I’m not sure that is a long-term
good. Just one example: I grew up with parents that
refused to “accept” my deafness. I had to attend public
schools wearing hearing aids the size of a breadbox in a
body harness. I was picked on regularly. I learned to
stand up for myself and, occasionally, put bullies in their
place. Today, that behavior would get a person expelled
from school. In my day, that was learning to deal with
the world as it comes. Tell me I can’t do something, and
it is more likely to make me determined to prove you
wrong. My parents told me that because I was deaf, I
would never amount to anything. I am still working hard
to prove my long-dead parents wrong.
Society in the 21st century is
hellbent
on
creating
a
generation of Eloi (Go read
H.G. Wells if you don’t get the
reference!). The people of my
generation
who
have
impacted the services for deaf
people
were
all
Morlocks. As I See It, we need
fewer Eloi and more Morlocks coming through the ranks
in the deaf world. 

ODS Job Announcements
MH INTERPRETER III (BRYCE HOSPITAL)
Job Location: Tuscaloosa, Alabama
Job Code:
B8700
Salary Range: 80 ($56,433.60—86,037.60)

Site:
Bryce Psychiatric Hospital
PCQ. #: 8846200

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Certified as an Interpreter by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of
the Deaf IV/V or equivalent; 24 months or more full-time experience interpreting in a variety of different settings OR 12
months or more full-time experience interpreting in a mental health setting with QMHI certification.
Note: If these minimum qualifications cannot be met, the application may be considered for a Mental Health Interpreter II or
a Mental Health Interpreter I position.
• Mental Health Interpreter II (B8600) – Salary Range 77 ($48,760.80 - $74,047.20) – Certified as an Interpreter by the
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of the Deaf IV/V or equivalent.
• Mental Health Interpreter I (B8500) – Salary Range 75 ($44,212.80 - $67,008.00) – Graduation from a recognized
Interpreter Training Program.
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIRMENTS: Must be licensed or eligible for licensure by the Alabama Licensure Board of
Interpreters and Transliterators. Permit level licensure is accepted for the Mental Health Interpreter I level. Must be certified
as a QMHI (Qualified Mental Health Interpreter) or its equivalent. Must have a valid driver’s license to operate a vehicle in the
State of Alabama.
KIND OF WORK: Works with individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing, and who are either patients of Bryce Hospital or
consumers of the regional community with severe mental illness. Interprets for staff of Bryce Hospital who are deaf or hard of
hearing. Coordinates interpreting services for the facility or regional community and providing timely monitoring of interpreter
invoices by providers. Participates in training as it relates to Mental Health, Deafness, and Interpreting to increase knowledge
of issues relating to deaf individuals within mental health settings. Provides Communication Assessments required by the
program standards. Participates as member of the Sign Language Proficiency Interview Team. Provides clinical supervision to
interpreters in the MH Interpreter and Visual Gestural Specialists in I and II categories.
REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES: Knowledge of American Sign Language. Knowledge of the function of a
professional interpreter and Interpreting Code of Professional Conduct. Knowledge of deafness and deaf culture. Knowledge
of telecommunication devices and their use. Ability to interpret between staff and consumers using a variety of dialects and
fluency levels. Ability to interpret in situations where only partial control by the interpreter is possible. Ability to provide
training in the American Sign Language and the use of adaptive technology. Ability to utilize a computer, internet resources,
and various software packages. Ability to work a flexible work schedule to include nights and/or weekends as needed. Ability
to work within a mental health setting. Ability to work effectively as part of a state deaf services team. Ability to supervise the
work of others.
METHOD OF SELECTION: Applicants will be rated based on an evaluation of their education, training, and experience and
should provide adequate work history identifying experiences related to duties and minimum qualifications as mentioned
above. All relevant information is subject to verification. Drug screenings and security clearance will be conducted on
prospective applicants being given serious consideration for employment and whose job requires direct contact with clients.
HOW TO APPLY: Use an official application for Professional Employment (Exempt Classification) which may be obtained from
our website at www.mh.alabama.gov. Only work experience detailed on the application will be considered. Applications
should be submitted by the deadline to be considered. Announcements open until filled will remain open until a sufficient
applicant pool is obtained. Applications should be submitted as soon as possible to ensure the application will be considered
for the position. Copies of License/Certifications should be uploaded with your application. A copy of the academic transcript
is required. Appointment of successful candidate will be conditional based on receipt of the official transcript provided by the
school, college, or university.
DEADLINE: Until Filled
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ODS Job Announcements
MH INTERPRETER III (REGION II COMMUNITY-BASED)
Job Location: Tuscaloosa, Alabama
Job Code:
B8700
Salary Range: 80 ($56,433.60—86,037.60)

Site:
Region II Community Services
PCQ. #: 8846205

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Certified as an Interpreter by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of the
Deaf IV/V or equivalent; 24 months or more full-time experience interpreting in a variety of different settings OR 12 months or
more full-time experience interpreting in a mental health setting with QMHI certification.
Note: If these minimum qualifications cannot be met, the application may be considered for a Mental Health Interpreter II or a
Mental Health Interpreter I position.
• Mental Health Interpreter II (B8600) – Salary Range 77 ($48,760.80 - $74,047.20) – Certified as an Interpreter by the
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or National Association of the Deaf IV/V or equivalent.
• Mental Health Interpreter I (B8500) – Salary Range 75 ($44,212.80 - $67,008.00) – Graduation from a recognized
Interpreter Training Program.
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIRMENTS: Must be licensed or eligible for licensure by the Alabama Licensure Board of Interpreters
and Transliterators. Permit level licensure is accepted for the Mental Health Interpreter I level. Must be certified as a QMHI
(Qualified Mental Health Interpreter) or its equivalent. Must have a valid driver’s license to operate a vehicle in the State of
Alabama.
KIND OF WORK: Works with individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing, and who consumers of the regional community with
severe mental illness. Assists with returning consumers to the community or more independent levels of functioning and
avoiding inappropriate treatment. Coordinates interpreting services for the facility or regional community and providing timely
monitoring of interpreter invoices by providers. Participates in training as it relates to Mental Health, Deafness, and
Interpreting to increase knowledge of issues relating to deaf individuals within mental health settings. Provides
Communication Assessments required by the program standards. Participates as member of the Sign Language Proficiency
Interview Team. Provides clinical supervision to interpreters in the MH Interpreter I and II categories.
REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES: Knowledge of American Sign Language. Knowledge of the function of a
professional interpreter and Interpreting Code of Professional Conduct. Knowledge of deafness and deaf culture. Knowledge of
telecommunication devices and their use. Ability to interpret between staff and consumers using a variety of dialects and
fluency levels. Ability to interpret in situations where only partial control by the interpreter is possible. Ability to provide training
in the American Sign Language and the use of adaptive technology. Ability to utilize a computer, internet resources, and
various software packages. Ability to work a flexible work schedule to include nights and/or weekends as needed. Ability to
work within a mental health setting. Ability to work effectively as part of a state deaf services team. Ability to supervise the
work of others.
METHOD OF SELECTION: Applicants will be rated based on an evaluation of their education, training, and experience and
should provide adequate work history identifying experiences related to duties and minimum qualifications as mentioned
above. All relevant information is subject to verification. Drug screenings and security clearance will be conducted on
prospective applicants being given serious consideration for employment and whose job requires direct contact with clients.

HOW TO APPLY: Use an official application for Professional Employment (Exempt Classification) which may be obtained from
our website at www.mh.alabama.gov. Only work experience detailed on the application will be considered. Applications should
be submitted by the deadline to be considered. Announcements open until filled will remain open until a sufficient applicant
pool is obtained. Applications should be submitted as soon as possible to ensure the application will be considered for the
position. Copies of License/Certifications should be uploaded with your application. A copy of the academic transcript is
required. Appointment of successful candidate will be conditional based on receipt of the official transcript provided by the
school, college, or university.
DEADLINE: Until Filled
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Additional Job Announcements
DEAF CARE WORKER (NIGHT SHIFT) TWO VACANCIES
Job Location: Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Site:

Bryce Psychiatric Hospital

Job Code:

POS. #:

8801455

B3500

Salary Range: 50 ($22,821.60—$32.280.00)
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Graduation from a standard high school or GED equivalent.
NECESSARY SPECIAL REQUIRMENTS: Must be at least 18 years of age at the time of appointment. Successful completion of
the Sign Language Proficiency Interview (SLPI) at an Intermediate Plus or higher level as determined by the Alabama
Department of Mental Health Office of Deaf Services SLPI Evaluation Team. Possession of a valid Alabama Driver’s License.
(Note: Previous testing by other screening evaluations or teams will not be considered.)
KIND OF WORK: This is beginning level work for the care, habilitation, and rehabilitation of deaf and hard of hearing (D/HH)
persons with co-occurring disorders of mental illness and chemical dependency at Bryce Hospital. Work includes the
following duties: Assists D/HH patients with personal hygiene and activities of daily living; communicates effectively with
D/HH patients using American Sign Language (ASL); maintains the security of D/HH patients; accompanies D/HH patients to
activities and functions, appointments, and field trips; observes and documents patients’ physical and mental conditions and
reports pertinent information; completes hospital documentation as required; assists therapeutic recreation staff and
provides appropriate recreational activities to the D/HH patients; follows established policies and procedures in prevention
and control of infections, fire, disasters, and severe weather safety activities and drills; and participates in mandatory training
and in-services.
REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES: Knowledge of American Sign Language (ASL). Knowledge of the cultural and
behavioral norms of deaf people. Ability to communicate effectively in ASL, with an Interpreter, and in writing. Ability to read
and comprehend documents such as policies and procedures, either in written English or a version translated into ASL.
Ability to add, subtract, multiply and divide.
METHOD OF SELECTION: Applicants will be rated based on an evaluation of their education, training, and experience and
should provide adequate work history identifying experiences related to duties and minimum qualifications as mentioned
above. All relevant information is subject to verification. Drug screenings and security clearance will be conducted on
prospective applicants being given serious consideration for employment and whose job requires direct contact with clients.
HOW TO APPLY: Use an official application for Professional Employment (Exempt Classification) which may be obtained from
our website at www.mh.alabama.gov. Only work experience detailed on the application will be considered. Applications
should be submitted by the deadline to be considered. Announcements open until filled will remain open until a sufficient
applicant pool is obtained. Applications should be submitted as soon as possible to ensure the application will be considered
for the position. Copies of License/Certifications should be uploaded with your application. A copy of the academic transcript
is required. Appointment of successful candidate will be conditional based on receipt of the official transcript provided by the
school, college, or university.
DEADLINE: Until Filled
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Additional Job Announcements
(Continued from page 21)

MENTAL HEALTH TECHNICIAN
Job Location: Clanton, Alabama (Deaf Group Home)
Site: Central Alabama Wellness
Two positions available: Thursday - Sunday , 10 pm – 8 am
To Apply: E-mail your resume to: recruiting@centralalabamawellness.org
Job Application: Click here
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED; SLPI RATING OF AT LEAST INTERMEDIATE PLUS; VALID
ALABAMA DRIVERS LICENSE AND ACCEPTABLE DRIVING RECORD REQUIRED; FIRST AID AND CPR CERTIFICATION
PREFERRED. ABILITY TO LIFT HEAVY OBJECTS (100 POUNDS). EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH PEOPLE WHO HAVE SERIOUS
MENTAL ILLNESS PREFERRED. RELATED POST HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR EXPERIENCE.
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL REQUIREMENTS:
While performing the duties of this job, the employee will be required to communicate with peers, clients and/or vendors.
Performs duties that require the employee to stand and walk for extended periods,
Requires ability to operate a vehicle and make sound judgement while driving.
Work requires lifting of up to 100 pounds.
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to stand, sit; balance, walk, talk, hear, push, pull,
bend, reach, lift, grasp and use hands and fingers to operate home equipment and computer and telephone equipment.
PRIMARY JOB FUNCTIONS AND PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS:
Learns and utilizes Chilton Shelby Mental Health Center policy and procedures.
Directly supervises the clinical care of clients.
Observes clients taking medications and provides verbal assistance to clients as needed.
Provides BLS training (individual and group) based on the clinical needs of the clients and submits documentation that meets
DMH/Medicaid requirements.
Responds to client crisis or emergencies as needed.

LIFE SKILLS SPECIALIST- SIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENT
Job Location: Woodville, Alabama
Site: Mountain Lakes Behavioral Health
Shift/Hours: Part-Time and PRN (as needed) positions available
Pay Grade: 11 ($12.73-$18.11) Starting pay is $14.32 per hour
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS:
This position minimally requires a high school diploma or equivalent, valid driver's license, CPR and First Aid certification (onthe-job training provided), and shall hold at least Intermediate Plus level fluency in Sign Language as measured by the Sign
Language Proficiency Interview (SLPI).
SUMMARY OF RESPONSIBILITIES:
This is a direct service position for a group home for deaf and mentally ill residents. Duties will include assisting with day to day
tasks of the home as well as helping develop basic living skills for the residents.
TO APPLY:
Resumes may be e-mailed to hr@mlbhc.com , faxed to 256-582-4161, or USPS to: MLBHC-HR, 3200 Willow Beach Road,
Guntersville, AL 35976.
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Current Qualified Mental Health Interpreters
Becoming a Qualified Mental Health Interpreter in Alabama requires a rigorous course of study, practice, and examination
that takes most people nearly a year to complete. It involves 40 hours of classroom time, 40 hours of supervised practicum
and a comprehensive examination covering all aspects of mental health interpreting.
(Alabama licensed interpreters are in Italics)  Denotes Certified Deaf Interpreters . *Denotes QMHI- Supervisors.
Alabama
Cindy Camp
Charlene Crump*
Wendy Darling
Keshia Farrand*
Lisa Gould
Nancy Hayes
Jennifer Kuyrkendall
LaShawnda Lowe
Dee McElroy
Brian McKenny*
Kenton Myers
Frances Smallwood
Pat Smartt
Lee Stoutamire
Dawn Vanzo
Debra Walker
Alaska
Laura Miller
Arizona
Crystal Lentz
California
Meagan Kelly
Michael Klyn
Jessica Poitevin
Colorado
Susan Faltinson
Delaware
Jennifer Janney
District of Columbia
Sarah Biello
Florida
Stacy Lawrence
Georgia
Persis Bristol
Sereta Campbell*
Lori Erwin*
Pam Hill
Debbie Lesser
Earnestine Lowe
Jasmine Lowe*
Thai Morris
Leah Rushing
Erin Salmon*
Tomina Schwenke
Aaron Shoemaker
Janet Whitlock
Mariah Wojdacz
Hawaii
Darlene Baird
Illinois
Susan Elizabeth Rangel…

Kentucky
Jessica Minges
Maine
Judy Shepard-Kegl
Massachusetts
Roxanna Sylvia
Michigan
June Walatkiewicz
Denise Zander
Minnesota
Dixie Duncan
Emily Engel
Jenae Farnham
Brandi Hoie
Becky Lukkason
Paula MacDonald
Melissa Marsh
Margaret Montgomery
Adeline Riley
Bridget Sabatke*
Sarah Trimble
Shawn Vriezen…
Missouri
Stacy Magill
New Jersey
Kacy Wilber
New Mexico
Rebecca DeSantis
Andrea Ginn*
Claudia Mansilla
Rhiannon Sykes-Chavez
New York
Danielle Davoli
Julayne Feilbach
Jamie Forman
Tara Tobin-Rogers
North Carolina
Kathleen Lamb
David Payne
North Dakota
Renae Bitner
Ohio
Rebecca Conrad-Adams
Kathleen Lanker
Oregon
Claire Alexander
Patrick Galasso
Christina Healy
Jolleen Ives
Christina McDaniel
Sandy Pascual

Ali Ray Perrin
Colleen Thayer…
Pennsylvania
Denise D'Antonio
Lori Milcic
South Carolina
Nicole Kulick*
Holly May
Karena Poupard
Roger Williams*
Tennessee
Jenn Piroth
Angela Scruggs
Eric Workman
Texas
Cali Luckett
Beth Moss
Nancy Pfanner
Utah
Melody Fico
Mistie Owens…
Cody Simonsen
Virginia
Rachel Effinger
Christina Jacob
Washington
Bethany Batson
Lacey Darby
Melissa Klindtworth
Andrea Nelson
Donna Walker
Eloisa Williams
Wisconsin
Scottie Allen
Melanie Blechl
Katherine Block*
Tera Cater-Vorpahl
Tamera Fuerst
Amanda Gilderman
Carol Goeldner
Debra Gorra Barash
Sue Gudenkauf
Lisa Heglund
Karen Holzer
Nicole Keeler
Maria Kielma
Tracy Kleppe
Sara Miller
Tim Mumm
Sandy Peplinski
Steve Smart
Leia Sparks
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Henry Yandrasits
Cailin Yorot
Wyoming
Gail Schenfisch
Spain
Camilla Barrett
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DEAF SERVICES DIRECTORY
Alabama Department of Mental Health
(Mailing Address) P.O. Box 301410
(Physical Address) 100 North Union Street, Suite 770, Montgomery, Alabama 36130

Central Office

Lee Stoutamire, Regional Interpreter
Lee.Stoutamire@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (251) 472-6532

Steve Hamerdinger, Director, Deaf Services
Steve.Hamerdinger@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 239-3558
Text: (334) 652-3783
Charlene Crump, State Coordinator
Communication Access
Charlene.Crump@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 353-7415
Cell: (334)324-1972
Shannon Reese, Service Coordinator
Shannon.Reese@mh.alabama.gov
VP: (334) 239-3780
Text: (334)-294-0821
Mary Ogden, Administrative Assistant
Mary.Ogden@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 353-4703
Cell/Text: (334) 300-7967

Region IV
P.O. Box 301410
Montgomery, AL 36130
Amanda Somdal, Therapist
Amanda.Somdal@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (334) 440-8888
Text: (205) 909-7307
Brian McKenny, Regional Interpreter
Brian.Mckenny@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (334) 462-8289

Region V
Beacon Center Office Park
631 Beacon Parkway W, Suite 211
Birmingham, AL 35209
Christina Costello, Therapist
Christina.Costello@mh.alabama.gov
(205) 238-6079 phone/VP
Text: 334-324-4066
Jennifer Kuyrkendall, Regional Interpreter
Jennifer.Kuyrkendall@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (334) 328-7548

Region I
DD Region I Community Services Office
401 Lee Street NE, Suite 150
Decatur, AL 35601
Kim Thornsberry, Therapist
Kim.Thornsberry@mh.alabma.gov
Office: (256) 217-4308
Text: (256) 665-2821
Keshia Farrand, Regional Interpreter
Keshia.Farrand@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (256) 929-9208

Bryce-Based
Bryce Psychiatric Hospital
1651 Ruby Tyler Parkway
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
Kent Schafer, Statewide Psychologist
Kent.Schafer@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (205) 409-4858 (VP)
Text: (334) 306-6689
Vacant, Interpreter

Region II
Kent Schafer, Psychologist/Therapist
(See Bryce-Based)
Vacant, Regional Interpreter

Region III

Allyssa Cote, Interpreter
Allyssa.Cote@mh.alabama.gov
Cell/Text: (334) 303-0411
Brian Moss, Visual Gestural Specialist
Brian.Moss@mh.alabama.gov
Text: (334) 339-0537

Region III Community Services Office
3280 Dauphin Street, Building B, Suite 103
Mobile, AL 36606
Jag Dawadi, Therapist
Jag.Dawadi@mh.alabama.gov
Office: (251) 234-6038
Text: (251) 721-2604
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ANNUAL ODS STAFF MEETING
As for many others, this was the first
time in two years that the ODS staff were
able to meet in person for their annual
staff meeting in Montgomery, AL.
Nothing like some in-house training,
department announcements and
competitive games to wind down the
year!

Kim Hammock giving a presentation to ODS.

Allyssa, Lee, Kim and Shannon are super focused on the task
at hand!
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